How I learned to knit and why

Teaching people how to knit

Where does yarn come from: sheep—kinds, alpaca, and llama

Knitting is international

Kinds of yarn and supplies: needles (straight, circular, double-pointed)

History

Community/solitary activity

Education needed/learning new skills

Hobby/life skill

![Graph showing reasons why knitters knit]

- Make Cute Stuff for Babies
- Make Things With Yarn for Fun
- To Keep from Killing Annoying People
- To Keep Weapons Handy for Kidding
- To Keep from Buying More Yarn
- Excuse to Buy More Yarn
- To Keep from Killing Annoying People
- To Keep Weapons Handy for Kidding
- To Keep from Buying More Yarn
- To Keep from Killing Annoying People

% of Knitters